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The Victor’s Words

2017년 1월 1일 일요일

The Trinity never falls into a human
You can fall because you won
as humans. As This man is the
Trinity, wore the body of the
Trinity, fought against Satan and
defeated it, the level of his
Victory is different from yours.

If one wins as a human,
they can fall
The order that you take off the
mask of a human is becoming a
Victor, and then becoming a
consummator. The mask of a
human is the mask of Satan.
You must not have the mind that
you will be saved with wearing
the mask of Satan. You may
think that if you keep going
without changing for a long
time continuously, you will be
accomplished someday.
However you will never be
accomplished. Passing through
the process of winning,
becoming a Victor, then you
should become a Victor continuously. After becoming a
Victor, you must not fall as a
sinner. again. Becoming a
Victor, if you fall again, only if
you fight against Satan for more
than 3 years and win, you can
become a Victor. You cannot
become a Victor soon. If one
falls again, they should fight and
win, then if one proceed
continuously without falling,
they can become a Victor again
and can become a consummator.
If one becomes a consummator,
they cannot fall again, they are
not supposed to stand from the
status of a human again. After
becoming a Victor, the mind of
a human will disappear.
The mind of a human disappears gradually, then one’s

heart is changed into the heart of
God, they become consummators and are changed into
Gods,who will live forever. If
one becomes a God, they will
become the form of life that will
live forever. Not only This man
is a consummator. Only if you
become Victors, the will of God
can be accomplished. You
should try to become consummators quickly.
The men who complete Tao
(道) are ones who are convinced
of immortality every moment
Consummators are ones who
have the conviction of immortality in the bottom of their
heart. They are convinced of
eternal life all the time and also
an immortal hope is burning in
their heart. The eye of the
people who are burning with the
hope of immortality is different.
You may feel afraid looking at
This man’s eye. People cannot
look This man in the eye. Not
being able to look him in the
eyes for one moment, people
turn away. This man’s eyes are
burning.
Looking him in the eyes, their
evil dies. So they feel afraid and
can not look him in the eyes.
Only if you become the same
with the Savior, you will be
saved. If you are different from
the Savior, you have no
relationship with salvation. Only
when you attend a worship
service with the conviction and
hope of immortality, you can
receive the grace of God. The
grace of God never goes to dirty
spirit like dung, The grace of
God goes to clean and chaste
spirit, So you should have the
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conviction of immortality and
be burning with a flame of
eternal life. So those who are
burning with a immortal flame
are different from the eye of the
world people. There is a person
who goes around with closed
eyes in order to look good, but it
is not good. The condition of the
heart that defeats Satan is good,
the condition which does not
defeat Satan is not good but
weak. If you have the conviction of eternal life, Satan which
has the authority of death can
not come near you. Also if one
lives with the conviction and
hope of eternal life, your eyes
are burning. Normal people(sinners) cannot look at
people filled with the hope of
immortality in the eyes because
they are afraid. As they have
eyes that kill evil in them, they
cannot look at them.

You must pray to kill
Satan continuously

So you must pray to kill Satan
hard with the conviction of
immortality. When you pray,
“infinite Satan for a second,
infinite times continuously
forever, /rooting all of them
out/cutting them with the sword
of the Holy Spirit /mashing with
the ax of the Holy Spirit
/grinding with the millstone of
the Holy Spirit / burning with
the fire of the HolySpirit
/pakmyeol-sotang, pakmyeolsotang, pakmyeol-sotang with
the fire of sulfur,”you should
look at the eyes of This person.
Then you can receive the grace
of God. The grace of God is the
light of God. The light of God
comes from the eyes of the
Savior, it does not come from
other places. So only if you look
at the eyes of the Savior and
pray, Satan in you dies and
Satan in the world dies, too. The
followers of the Victory Altar
are not normally great
existences. As you kill Satan in

the world, you are heaven’s
soldiers and angels. As you are
soldiers killing Satan, if you
keep your eyes peeled and pray
with the conviction of
immortality, all Satan is
annihilated.
Those who are wise are
surprised at listening to the
chant of the prayer. No Satan
remains if they pray. If one
prays to kill evil in them, all evil
is completely washed away. So
far This man always has prayed
alone, now we, the followers of
the Victory Altar, have to pray
to kill Satan together. Only the
prayer of the Victory Altar is a
true prayer, the prayers that
other religions do not pray are
not true prayers. Their prayers
are to Satan. So they are dead
prayers, the prayer of the
Victory Altar is a living prayer.
As we pray to kill Satan, it is a
true prayer. If you pray together,
all Satan in the world are
annihilated. It is very incisive.
Fear occurs because
Satan grasps life
There is a person who is afraid
when they pray. The reason for
that is because Satan and one’s
life are sticked. As themselves
are Satan, they are afraid. So
you should separate Satan from
you quickly. Satan has no
relationship with life. The
people who Satan catches their
lives die soon. So you should
always become angels and
heaven’s soldiers who separate
Satan from one’s life and
annihilate Satan.
You are angels and heaven’s
soldiers.

The Victory Altar is the 3000year castle where the Trinity
stays.
The 1000-year castle is the
body of the Spiritual Mother.
The Spiritual Mother had the
spirit of God. That is just the
1000-year castle. The body of
the Spiritual Mother is the 1000year castle, the Village of Faith
or Jeondogwan is not the 1000year castle. The 2000-year
castle is the body of the Eve
Victress. As the Eve Victress
has the spirit of God, she is the
2000- year castle. Next, because, finally, the Adam Victor
overcame and appeared, the
body of the Adam Victor is the
3000-year castle. Therefore, the
Victory Altar where the Adam
Victor leads the worship service
is the 3000-year castle. You
should know the 3000-year
castle is the body of the Adam
Victor surely and you should be
conscious that you attend
worship service in the 3000year castle. In the 3000-year
castle, only the angels of God
get together and attend worship
service. So you, who attend the
worship service in the 3000year castle are heaven’s angels
and soldiers. Keeping mind that
you are the soldiers of heaven,
you should chant a prayer to kill
Satan and keep praying all the
time. Now the family of the
Victory Altar became qualified
persons who kill Satan. Pouring
the spirit of a consummator,
only if you pray, Satan dies.*
Extracted from the sermon of the Savior
in the Victory Altar on Nov 25th, 2002
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